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Abstract—Twitter (currently being re-branded as “X”) is
widely used as a tool for collecting and disseminating information
about the latest security incidents. However, the quality of
threat information provided by Twitter (earliness, detailedness,
and reliability) has not been studied sufficiently so far. Fresh
information is required by both security experts and non-experts.
Detailedness and reliability are also important criteria in two
aspects. First, there are many accounts on Twitter, and anyone
is free to post fake news. Second, true information that is not
detailed is inconsequential to experts. This study compares the
quality provided by Twitter and a security news site, which is
expected to be very trustworthy. Because Emotet is having a
serious impact in Japan, this study verified the earliness and
detailedness by measuring when and how often words charac-
terizing Emotet variants have appeared on Twitter and the news
site in the past. Experiments revealed that Twitter alerted far
earlier and more frequently about more diverse malware types,
malicious attachment extensions, and malicious subject lines.
Reliability was assessed based on two criteria: website reliability
and text reliability. The news site was superior in terms of website
reliability. In terms of text reliability, on the other hand, their
difference was insignificant. The text reliability was derived from
discrepancies between articles about the same security incidents,
which were detected by humans and a state-of-the-art machine
learning model. Overall, the quality of information on Twitter is
higher than on the news site.

Keywords—cyber security; Twitter; cyberthreat intelli-
gence; threat information quality; ChatGPT.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study extends our original conference paper [1] in
three aspects. First, the quality of threat information has
been assessed with the addition of 2023 data. Second, web
page structure containing unrelated text (e.g., advertisements,
recommendations, related articles, etc.) was analyzed to collect
body texts of web pages successfully. Third, an approach using
Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer (ChatGPT) [2] that
automatically detects discrepancies between two descriptions
was added to verify the reliability of web page content.

Twitter is a place where diverse topics are transmitted in
real-time among many users. Because cybersecurity topics are
also actively exchanged, many security experts are trying to
extract useful Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) from Twitter
[3]. One of the most attractive features of Twitter is its real-
time nature. Because attack tactics continuously evolve and
new attack techniques could suddenly emerge, cybersecurity

practitioners, who want to proactively defend their organiza-
tions, are forced to retrieve timely information from Twitter.

Twitter is currently regarded as one of the major Open-
Source INTelligence (OSINT) sources [4] [5]. However, except
for a few studies on extracting Indicators of Compromises
(IoCs) (i.e., forensic artifacts or remnants of an intrusion),
quality evaluation focusing on Twitter CTI information has
not been conducted [3]. Niakanlahiji et al. demonstrated the
earliness of IoCs in Twitter by extracting many malicious
URLs from Twitter that are not in blacklist databases [6].
Shin et al. showed the excellency in earliness, uniqueness,
and accuracy of Twitter IoCs by comparing them with public
CTI feeds [7].

Fake news, i.e., false or misleading information, often
spreads over Twitter, especially when big events, such as the
COVID-19 pandemic [8] or natural disasters [9], occur. Twitter
may not always provide reliable information because anyone
is free to post their own opinions. Additionally, although many
security incidents are posted every day, it is not clear whether
they are useful professional knowledge. The reliability and
detailedness of Twitter information may not fully meet the
requirements of experts and non-experts.

This study compares the earliness, detailedness, and reliabil-
ity of CTI information provided by Twitter and Security NEXT
[10], a major Japanese cybersecurity news site. The news
site publishes daily free-access articles on security incidents
and new vulnerabilities, with coverage by trusted security
experts. As such, the site surely provides sufficiently reliable
information with some level of detail and speed.

This study collected Japanese tweets and articles related
to Emotet as a case study; Emotet is a Trojan horse that is
spreading worldwide. The most common Emotet attack is to
infect computer systems with various types of malware using
malicious attachments in spam emails. Japan has been a major
Emotet target since 2019 [11]. This study quantitatively reveals
that Twitter excels in terms of detailedness and earliness but
not in terms of reliability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents research related to this paper. Section III outlines
security news, CTIs, and Emotet. Section IV describes our
experiment and program to collect and analyzes website data.
Section V presents experimental results regarding the informa-
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tion quality of the two media types. Section VI discusses the
possibility of automatic discrepancy detection using the state-
of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) technology ChatGPT. Sec-
tion VII discusses some aspects of Twitter threat information
from the perspective of our findings. Finally, the conclusion of
this study and future directions are presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The idea of collecting CTI information from Twitter dates
back more than a decade [12]. Because it is a time-consuming
task due to the enormous volume of data generation, many
recent studies have proposed more efficient extraction mecha-
nisms. Some studies make use of advanced machine learning
technologies [13] [5] [14] [15], some utilize semantic knowl-
edge bases [4], and some focus on active Twitter account
tracing [16] and detection [17]. Recent approaches improve
the accuracy of IoCs by comparing threat reports from six
sources, including Twitter [18], or by collecting tweets from
non-experts who discovered or encountered attacks [19].

The term IoC is used in the computer security domain to
refer to specific patterns, markers, or evidence that indicate
a security incident or breach. IoCs can be represented in
different forms and types depending on attack techniques. IoCs
may be IP addresses, domain names, file hashes, malware
behavior patterns, or network traffic characteristics. These can
help detect, investigate, and respond to attacks and breaches
on computer systems and networks.

In contrast, limited studies have investigated the quality of
CTI information provided by Twitter. Table I compares our
approach with prior studies [6] [7] [20]. All existing studies
in the table extracted IoCs and compared them with blacklists
or CTIs, while this study extracted the entire text that describes
Emotet attacks in order to capture characteristic attack patterns
and their evolution. Moreover, these studies evaluated Twitter
IoCs based on earliness or timeliness. In addition to earliness,
this study evaluated Twitter information based on detailedness
and reliability. For comparison, we selected Security NEXT,
a cybersecurity news site, which is expected to be highly
reliable.

“Earliness,” “detailedness,” and “reliability” are the essential
criteria that should not be missing in any one of these. It is easy
to understand that earliness and reliability are indispensable;
detailedness is also necessary because an easy way to increase
reliability is to avoid detailed descriptions so as not to increase
incorrect expressions. The earliness, uniqueness, and accuracy
criteria in [7] were also treated as a set. In our opinion,
Shin et al. of [7] emphasize the aspect of Twitter information
diversity, while this study focuses on Twitter information
volume. Reference [20] extended the work in [7] using similar
quality criteria.

This study collected body text on each web page and
detected discrepancies among texts using ChatGPT. The study
also evaluated earliness and detailedness from three categories:
malware types, attachment extensions, and email subject lines.
This is because many words that appear frequently in the texts

Table I. Comparison of existing approaches that evaluate threat information
quality of Twitter.

This study IoCMinor [6] Twiti [7] [20]
2019 2021 2023

Quality earliness earliness earliness timeliness
criteria detailedness uniqueness overlap

reliability accuracy correctness
Extracted texts on IoCs IoCs IoCs
data Emotet
Baseline news site blacklists public CTIs CTIs
Data text analysis graph theory machine machine
analysis ChatGPT etc. learning learning

and are not always classified as IoCs fall into one of these three
categories.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Threat Information

Security companies and experts provide the latest threat
information and advice on security measures via Twitter. They
share information and engage in discussion with the hashtag
#Infosec. The hashtag #Cybersecurity is also widely used
and is a keyword for sharing security news, vulnerability
information, and best practices.

In addition to Twitter, there are various other ways to gather
threat information [18]. Security vendors and information-
sharing organizations, such as Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT) and Computer Security Incident Response
Team (CSIRT), provide CTI information and access to threat
databases. They also provide useful early warning and coun-
termeasure information and services to automatically collect
and analyze threat information. Meanwhile, security news sites
and blogs present articles and analyses on the latest threat
information and attack trends regularly.

B. News vs. CTI

Both security news and CTI are important components
of the cybersecurity landscape. In general, they have the
following different characteristics:

• Scope:
Security news covers a broad range of topics and provides
a general awareness of current happenings in the field of
security, such as the latest events, incidents, breaches,
vulnerabilities, and developments. While analysis and
insights may be included, they are usually limited due to
the nature of news reporting. Meanwhile, CTI provides
in-depth analysis, context, and actionable insights about
cyber threats. It involves the collection, analysis, and
dissemination of information about potential or ongoing
cyber threats to help understand the tactics, techniques,
and procedures (TTPs) used by attackers.

• Timeliness:
Security news typically reports real-time or near real-
time information on noteworthy security incidents, data
breaches, emerging vulnerabilities, and other relevant
topics. CTI focuses on long-term trends, emerging threats,
and potential risks, which are not immediately visible in
security news.
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Figure 1. Number of tweets per month collected from Twitter APIs using search strings “emotet” (orange bars) and “emotet lang:ja” (blue bars). Japan is the
primary target country and Emotet infection has two phases: dormant and spreading.

• Audience:
Security news caters to a broad audience, including
general users, businesses, and professionals in the cyber-
security industry. CTI is primarily targeted at cyberse-
curity professionals, threat intelligence analysts, incident
responders, and security operations teams.

C. Emotet

Emotet is a type of banking Trojan first discovered in 2014.
Emotet hijacks user computers through emails and opens a
backdoor to download and install various malicious programs.
Infected computers may be used as part of a botnet to send
spam emails and spread various types of malware. The goal
of the attack is to steal personal information, such as credit
card information and passwords.

Figure 1 shows the monthly numbers of tweets collected
with the search strings “emotet” and “emotet lang:ja,” where
lang:ja limits the language to Japanese. The figure shows that
Emotet has heavily affected Japan and that there were several
major Emotet outbreaks, partly because of its attack strategy
changes. Detailed and reliable Emotet variant information soon
after its outbreak is indispensable.

Early Emotet used spam emails containing Microsoft Office
files with malicious macros. Later, around 2016-17, Emotet
replaced macros in spam emails with links through which
users downloaded malicious files. In 2018-20, Emotet often
downloaded TrickBot, a type of banking Trojan. Recently, it
has been downloading ransomware Ryuk, which encrypts files
on infected systems and demands a ransom.

Subjects of Emotet emails vary widely, but they generally
have the following characteristics. They may disguise the
content of invoices or orders, such as ”Invoice Payment Due,”
contain subjects related to banks and financial institutions,
such as ”Transaction Notification,” and use themes related to
important documents, such as ”Urgent: Read Immediately.”
Emotet can disguise file types and extensions and changes

them frequently, making it difficult to identify Emotet by a
specific extension alone.

IV. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

A. Program Overview

Figure 2 shows the structure of our Python program. Similar
tools and ideas to extract IoCs from Twitter were discussed in
Section II. The uniqueness of our program is to automate the
process of parsing Japanese words describing Emotet threats
and outputting graphs. The correctness of the output results
was verified by comparing sampled outputs with manually
calculated results.

As shown in Figure 2, input CSV files containing Emotet
tweets are processed sequentially, characteristic Emotet words
are extracted, and bar graphs are output. The following de-
scribes detailed steps 1)-6) executed by the modules in the
figure (because the news site program is roughly a subset of the
Twitter program in Figure 2, the two programs are described
simultaneously):

1) Tweet collection: Collect all Japanese tweets containing
string “emotet” using Twitter APIs. The numbers of such
tweets per month are shown in Figure 1. A Google
Chrome extension [21] that compiles tweets satisfying
search criteria into a CSV file was used.

2) URL collection: In the case of the Twitter analysis
program, collect all shortened URLs (http://t.co/)
in the tweet, and then convert all the shortened URLs
to the original URLs. Next, exclude all duplicate sites
by checking whether they have the same URL, title, or
text. In the case of the news site analysis program, collect
URLs of all Japanese articles available on the news site.

3) Text collection: Collect text bodies (the areas enclosed by
tags <p>) of web pages specified by the URLs mentioned
above through scraping if the page titles include “emotet.”
The reason why the areas enclosed by tags <p> are used
for text body extraction is explained later in this section.
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Figure 2. Twitter analysis program written in Python designed to collect words about Emotet threat from Japanese tweets and output graphs.

4) Word collection: Extract nouns or compound nouns from
the texts obtained above using janome [22], a morpho-
logical analysis library.

5) Word classification: Classify all collected words into
several categories based on the meanings of the words.
Collected words are diverse; they include a variety of
synonyms and contractions.

6) Graph generation: Create graphs (e.g., histograms) that
show the frequencies of characteristic Emotet words for
each category.

B. Web Page Analysis

In HyperText Markup Language (HTML) [23] documents,
the <p> tags are generally used to group text bodies into
paragraphs to provide appropriate styling and semantic sep-
arators for each paragraph. Meanwhile, the <div> tags are
used for semantic content grouping and styling and can group
different types of content, so that elements other than text
bodies (e.g., advertisements) can be placed within the <div>
tags. Although the <p> tag is generally not used directly for
advertising, it may be used, for example, to represent a caption
for an image or chart or to indicate a whole or part of a quote.

Program twitter_4_web_scraping.py in Figure 2
extracts body texts of web pages from text areas enclosed by
<p> tags in the HTML codes. Although <div> tags can also
be used to enclose text bodies, they tend to be used for areas
other than the body text. Table II compares the occupancy
rates (how much the body is enclosed) and unrelated rates
(how much the text area is not related to the body) of <p>

and <div>. For comparison, the ten most frequently tweeted
web pages and ten randomly selected Security NEXT news
articles were used. As can be seen from the table, the mean
occupancy rate is always high, independent of the tags and
the media types. On the other hand, the mean unrelated rates
of <p> for Twitter and the news site are not greater than
12.4%, whereas those of <div> exceed 85%. Thus, tags <p>
were used for text body extraction. Most unrelated texts in-
clude advertisements, recommendations, related articles, etc.,
so statistical results obtained using <div> tags are strongly
influenced by such texts.

C. Word Collection

Emotet spreads via spoofed emails with malicious file
attachments, and installs a variety of malware on the infected
devices. Accordingly, extensions of the attachments, subject
lines of the spoofed emails, and types of Emotet malware are
words that characterize currently popular Emotet variants and
are very valuable threat information.

The program set_1_word_classification.py in
Figure 2 collects characteristic Emotet words using regular
expressions, which specify match patterns in the body texts.
Table III exemplifies regular expressions for malware type
TrickBot and attachment extension ONE. As shown in the
table, Microsoft OneNote files correspond to those that include
either one or onenote.
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Table II. Number of words in the body texts, occupancy rates (percentages of the text bodies that are enclosed by <p> or <div>), and unrelated rates
(percentages of text areas of <p> or <div> that are not related to the body text). The <p> tags can extract text bodies with greater accuracy than the

<div> tags.

URLs in tweets #words in <p> <div>
body text occupancy rate unrelated rate occupancy rate unrelated rate

cybersecurity-info.com 795 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 97.9%
cybersecurity-jp.com 6,359 95.7% 10.9% 0.0% 100.0%
htn.to 6,908 93.3% 18.1% 99.8% 78.4%
b.hatena.ne.jp 5,401 87.3% 0.5% 99.4% 57.0%
www.itmedia.co.jp 2,397 95.6% 8.0% 100.0% 93.6%
news.mynavi.jp 3,770 95.5% 10.7% 100.0% 84.2%
newsrelea.se 1,415 63.1% 3.3% 99.8% 84.0%
xtech.nikkei.com 1,755 90.0% 21.6% 99.3% 85.4%
ameblo.jp 783 37.3% 0.0% 99.5% 79.8%
hash1da1.hatenablog.com 464 4.7% 38.6% 100.0% 94.6%
Mean 3,005 76.3% 12.4% 89.8% 85.5%
Article numbers #words in <p> <div>
in Security NEXT body text occupancy rate unrelated rate occupancy rate unrelated rate
141138 1,068 100.0% 2.3% 100.0% 92.0%
144322 445 100.0% 6.8% 100.0% 92.7%
144577 570 100.0% 1.7% 100.0% 91.5%
136146 730 100.0% 1.8% 100.0% 100.0%
144644 311 100.0% 3.2% 100.0% 94.3%
141546 1,271 100.0% 2.0% 100.0% 90.1%
144656 354 100.0% 2.5% 100.0% 93.9%
136167 1,308 95.7% 2.1% 100.0% 90.7%
136270 1,061 100.0% 2.4% 100.0% 91.6%
144089 523 100.0% 2.1% 100.0% 91.4%
Mean 764 99.6% 2.7% 100.0% 92.8%

Table III. Regular expressions for malware type TrickBot and attachment
extension ONE.

Search word Regular expression
TrickBot 1. ˆ trickbot$

2. ˆ trickbot[ˆ a-zA-Z]+
3. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+trickbot$
4. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+trickbot [ˆ a-zA-Z]+

ONE 1. ˆ one$
2. ˆ one[ˆ a-zA-Z]+
3. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+one$
4. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+one[ˆ a-zA-Z]+
5. ˆ onenote$
6. ˆ onenote[ˆ a-zA-Z]+
7. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+onenote$
8. [ˆ a-zA-Z]+onenote [ˆ a-zA-Z]+

Table IV. Dataset sizes and execution times.

Twitter Security NEXT
Number of Websites 1,895 102
Number of words 313,814 6,860
(different words) (46,099) (2,280)
Execution time (h) 128 8

V. CALCULATION RESULTS

A. Data Size

We collected Japanese tweets and news articles describing
Emotet threats posted in the period from January 1, 2019 to
April 30, 2023. The numbers of Japanese tweets during this
period can be seen in Figure 1. Table IV shows the number of
websites we observed, the number of words (different words)
in all websites, and the execution times for characteristic word
extraction. The table indicates that Twitter provides larger
dataset sizes; the numbers of websites and words on Twitter
are 19 and 46 times greater than those of Security NEXT,

respectively. The table also indicates that the number of words
per website on Twitter is 2.5 times greater than that on Security
NEXT. According to Table II, no news articles include more
than 2,000 words, while some websites referenced from tweets
exceed 6,000 words.

The execution time for Twitter was approximately 16 times
longer than that for the news site. Much of the execution
time was spent collecting URLs and texts (steps 2)-3) in
Section IV). Therefore, the ratios of the execution times and
the numbers of websites between the two media types are
roughly the same.

B. Earliness

Emotet tactically distributes malware using spam emails
with malicious attachments. Therefore, malware types, exten-
sions of attachments, and subject lines of spam emails are
important threat trends. Let us first verify how quickly these
trends were announced via Twitter and the news site. Table V
compares the dates when the two media reported each of the
ten Emotet malware types [24] [25] [26] for the first time. As
shown in the table, Twitter reported at least 100 days earlier for
all malware types. In addition, there are four types that have
not appeared on the news site yet. It is clear that security
experts can more quickly share information about malware
variants via Twitter.

Tables VI and VII compare the dates when the two media
reported the file name extensions and email subject lines
used for Emotet infection for the first time. Although Twitter
provides quicker reports for these categories as well, the two
categories show greater variability in delays than the malware
type category. Moreover, Twitter did not issue an alert for the
extension “ONE” and subject line “fire inspection” earlier than
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Table V. First published dates of Emotet malware types and delays (days) of
Security NEXT.

Malware Twitter Security NEXT Delay
TrickBot Apr. 13, 2019 Nov. 28, 2019 229
QakBot Apr. 13, 2019 Oct. 8, 2020 553
Ryuk Apr. 22, 2019 Nov. 28, 2019 220
IcedID Apr. 13, 2019 Nov. 10, 2020 577
Zloader Sep. 7, 2020 Dec. 22, 2020 106
Ursnif Nov. 1, 2019 Feb. 10, 2022 101
ZeusPandaBanker Apr. 13, 2019 unpublished -
Gootkit Jul. 29, 2020 unpublished -
Conti Mar. 22, 2021 unpublished -
Cobalt Strike Nov. 16, 2019 unpublished -

Table VI. First published dates of attachment extensions used for Emotet
infection and delays (days) of Security NEXT.

Extension Twitter Security NEXT Delay
ZIP May 15, 2019 Sep. 4, 2020 567
DOC Feb. 6, 2019 Nov. 28, 2019 295
PDF Oct. 18, 2019 Feb. 5, 2020 110
XLS Nov. 29, 2019 Feb. 10, 2022 804
RTF Aug. 29, 2020 unpublished -
LNK Jan. 23, 2020 Apr. 26, 2022 824
ONE Mar. 16, 2023 Mar. 16, 2023 0

the news site. This result indicates that Twitter is not always
the first to announce current Emotet threats.

C. Detailedness

Figure 3 illustrates the numbers of websites that described
each of the ten Emotet malware types per year from 2019
to the first four months of 2023. Figs. 3 (left) and (right)
correspond to Twitter and Security NEXT, respectively. Note
that the vertical axis scale of Twitter is more than 10 times
larger than that of the news sites. Note also that four malware
types have not been reported on the news site yet. From the
figure, Twitter has more websites reporting Emotet malware
and more malware types than the news site for all years. Thus,
Twitter provides more detailed malware information each year
than the news site.

Figure 4 shows the numbers of websites that described each
of the seven malicious file extensions. Again, Twitter has more
detailed Emotet attachment information. For example, Figure
4 (left) indicates that Twitter has been alerting malicious XLS
attachments every year since 2019, whereas from Figure 4
(right), Security NEXT reported them only in 2022.

Figure 5 shows the numbers of websites that described
Emotet email subject types. Figure 5 (left) shows that at least
four subject types appeared every year, while Figure 5 (right)
shows that more than three types appeared only in 2020.
Malware types are shared among experts, while malicious
subject lines are sent to alert email users. Thus, information
on Twitter is useful to non-experts as well. In summary,
Twitter consistently provides far more detailed attack trends
than Security NEXT in terms of malware type, extension, and
subject line.

D. Reliability

This study evaluates the reliability of information from
two perspectives: reliability of websites and reliability of text

Table VII. First published dates of email subject lines used for Emotet
infection and delays (days) of Security NEXT. A negative delay indicates

that the news site published earlier.

Subject Twitter Security NEXT Delay
Reply Nov. 1, 2019 Nov. 28, 2019 27
COVID-19 Nov. 12, 2019 Feb. 5, 2020 85
Invoice Feb. 6, 2019 Dec. 25, 2019 322
Bonus Dec. 12, 2019 Dec. 25, 2019 13
Conference Jan. 21, 2020 Jul. 31, 2020 192
Questionnaire Dec. 20, 2019 Sep. 4, 2020 259
Fire inspection Sep. 8, 2020 Sep. 4, 2020 -4
Christmas Dec. 6, 2019 Dec. 25, 2020 385

Table VIII. Website reliability scores based on eight measurements. Security
NEXT is distinctly superior to Twitter.

Measure item Twitter Security NEXT
1. Writer name 20/20 20/20
2. Writer’s contact info. 17/20 20/20
3. Published/updated date 19/20 20/20
4. SSL certificate 17/20 20/20
5. Information sources 16/20 2/20
6. Privacy policy 17/20 20/20
7. No link errors 13/20 20/20
8. No misspellings 18/20 20/20
Total score 120

160
= 0.75 142

160
= 0.89

on the web pages. Table VIII compares eight measurements
of twenty websites randomly selected from those referenced
by Twitter and Security NEXT. The first six measurements
are whether the website specifies the writer’s name, writer’s
contact information, published/update date, Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) certificate [27], information source, and privacy
policy. The last two verify whether the site has link errors and
misspellings.

Table VIII concludes that Security NEXT is more reliable.
The news site is perfect except that it barely specifies the
source of the news articles. Although Twitter also provides a
high score, reliability varies from one website to another. It
should be noted that Twitter is more likely to give link errors
and misspellings because, as shown in Table II, its text size is
larger in most cases.

Let us next see the reliability of text on the web pages.
Because it is difficult to verify whether text includes fake
news, study detected discrepancies between two web pages
and considered that their descriptions are not fake if there
are no discrepancies. We detected discrepancies between two
pages describing the same security incident, where the number
of incidents we used was 53. Figure 6 shows the number
of pairs of web pages describing the same security incident
and the number of page pairs that include discrepancies in
their descriptions. From the figure, there are eight discrepant
pairs among 108 pairs referenced from different media, and
there is one discrepant pair among 110 pairs referenced
from Twitter. (The news site has one article per incident,
so there were no discrepancy checks between news articles.)
Thus, the percentage of discrepancies that occurred between
the two media (between the pages referenced in tweets) is
approximately 8% (1%).

Table IX shows discrepancies (highlighted in red) of the
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Figure 3. Yearly frequencies of Emotet malware types described on (Left) Twitter and (Right) Security NEXT.

Figure 4. Yearly frequencies of Emotet attachment extensions described on (Left) Twitter and (Right) Security NEXT.

Figure 5. Yearly frequencies of Emotet subject lines described on (Left) Twitter and (Right) Security NEXT.

nine pairs. The discrepancies are all small differences in
numbers and dates, except for incident 4, where two pages
reported different infection routes. In other words, excluding
minor numerical differences, the semantic discrepancy rate
between the two media is less than 1%. Thus, the rate at which
Twitter provides serious incorrect information is 1% at most.

VI. AUTOMATIC DISCREPANCY DETECTION

In the previous section, discrepancies in the descriptions of
two web pages were detected by humans. When large amounts
of text must be inspected, humans can make mistakes. There-
fore, this section verifies whether ChatGPT can be applied

to discrepancy detection. OpenAI, an American AI research
laboratory, provides APIs [28] for easy access to various
ChatGPT models [29] for AI developers. It is well known that
slight differences in question wording could significantly alter
ChatGPT’s answers. Thus, we decided to develop a program
that includes an OpenAI API to feed many similar questions
into a ChatGPT model.

Figure 7 shows a part of our Python program. The program
asks a question question about discrepancies between two
texts: text1 and text2. We prepared 144 questions with
almost the same meaning. Some of them are as follows:
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Table IX. Discrepancies (in red) between reports that described security incidents 1-7.

ID Twitter Security NEXT
1 Eighteen units were found to be infected with malware. Eight units were found to be infected and ten were suspected.
2 On February 8, a malware infection was discovered. On February 9, a malware infection was discovered.
3 Emails were sent to an unspecified large number of people. Emails were sent to multiple parties.
4 The email text includes a link to an external page. The email had an Excel file attached in macro format.
5 Emotet infection was discovered on March 15. It was confirmed on March 16 that spoofed emails were sent after March 15.
6 2,311 leaks nationwide. 2,312 emails were leaked from infected terminals.

7 On July 11, Emotet infection was found in another terminal. On July 9, another employee’s terminal was damaged.On July 11, one new staff member’s computer was infected.
ID Twitter Twitter
6 2,311 leaks nationwide. A total of 2,312 emails were leaked.

Figure 6. Among pairs of web pages describing the same incidents, there
were nine pairs in which some of the descriptions do not agree. The number

of security incidents was 53.

Figure 7. Python code for receiving an answer to question question
about text1 and text2 from gpt-3.5-turbo. A smaller
temperature reduces output randomness (the default is 1.0).

• Are there any contradictions between the two texts?
• Please point out any discrepancies between the two texts.
• Are there any differences in the information in the two

texts?
• Are there any inconsistencies in the information provided

by the two texts?
Tables X and XI show the outputs of the AI program

for text pairs with and without discrepancies, respectively.
In the tables, TP and TN (FP and FN) denote the number
of outputs detecting discrepancies correctly (incorrectly) and
the number of outputs indicating no discrepancies correctly
(incorrectly), respectively, and “else” denotes the number of
unintelligible answers. The tables also present the percentages
of these numbers among all 144 answers. Table X shows that
the percentage of including correct answers (TP and TP &
FP) is 17.2%. Note that the sum of TP and TP & FP for

Table X. AI program output for three text pairs (incidents 1, 2, and 7) that
include discrepancies.

ID TP TP & FP FP FN else total
1 4 7 88 39 6 144
2 2 5 106 28 3 144
7 21 35 37 43 8 144

mean
total 6.3% 10.9% 53.5% 25.5% 3.9%

Table XI. AI program output for three text pairs (incidents 8-10) that do not
include discrepancies.

ID TN FP else total
8 25 113 6 144
9 17 124 3 144

10 82 59 3 144
mean
total 28.7% 68.5% 2.8%

incident 2 is only 7. From this result, the 144 questions is
not necessarily too many. Meanwhile, Table XI shows that the
percentage of correctly answering no discrepancies is 28.7%.
Thus, GPT tends to present more correct answers for text pairs
without discrepancies than with discrepancies. This section
has revealed that even the latest AI technology still cannot
detect discrepancies automatically. In our opinion, GPT could
be used as an auxiliary tool that helps reduce false positive
and false negative errors.

VII. DISCUSSION

We have learned that it is possible to gather large amounts
of up-to-date threat information about Emotet through Twitter.
Furthermore, we have learned that the information is not
considerably less reliable than that of the security site used
for comparison. However, we also found that the following
considerations must be made before collecting information via
Twitter:

• Twitter alone is not enough.
Twitter tends to provide information on Emotet malware
and malicious attachment extensions much earlier than
the news site. However, there was a case where the news
site was quicker to warn about the subject line used in
Emotet emails.

• Diverse website structures.
Compared to the news site operated by a single organiza-
tion, information on Twitter is disseminated by a diverse
set of people. Therefore, when collecting information
via Twitter, it is necessary to consider the structure and
operating policies of the sites (e.g., update frequency,
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scraping, and API). For instance, as shown in Table
II, Twitter cannot always provide body text successfully
using only <p> tabs, while the news site can.

• Text reliability verification.
Table VIII suggests that Security NEXT is trustworthy,
but not all Twitter users are. In other words, Twitter
information should be verified in most cases. As dis-
cussed in Section VI, automatic discrepancy detection
is not possible at this time, so human verification is
definitely required. According to the approach in Section
VI, we must consider how many questions we need to
prepare depending on the GPT version and parameters.
Another issue is how and how often we should find
sources reporting the same security incident to perform
discrepancy detection. Currently, reliability is dependent
on the results of verification by some valuable sources
[30].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Today, many people retrieve threat information through
Twitter. Because there are so many accounts on Twitter and
anyone can freely transmit information, it is important to know
the quality of the information provided by Twitter in advance.
However, there have been insufficient studies dealing with
this topic. This study measured quality based on earliness,
detailedness, and reliability, which are different from the
quality criteria used by previous studies.

To evaluate the quality of Twitter information, this study
collected tweets about Emotet threat from January 1, 2019 to
April 30, 2023, of which many tweets regarding Emotet were
shared in Japan. The quality was compared with that of news
articles provided by Security NEXT, a major cybersecurity
news site in Japan, which is expected to be very reliable.

Our results revealed that the quality of Twitter information
was far superior in terms of earliness and detailedness. How-
ever, in terms of reliability of websites, the news site achieved
a better score. The discrepancy rate between descriptions of the
same incidents provided by the two media was less than 1%
after minor numerical differences were excluded. Accordingly,
we concluded that the two media rarely contain incorrect
information.

In the future, we plan to develop a fake threat news moni-
toring system that will regularly collect texts about the same
security incidents from Twitter and news sites and publish
discrepancies on an ongoing basis.
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Abstract—Traditional malware detection methods struggle to
quickly and effectively keep up with the massive amount of newly
created malware. Based on the features of samples, machine
learning is a promising method for the detection and classification
of large-scale, newly created malware. The current research trend
uses machine-learning technologies to rapidly and accurately
learn newly created malware. In this paper, we propose a
malware classification framework based on Graph Contrastive
Learning (GraphCL) with data augmentation. We first extract
the Control-Flow Graph (CFG) from portable executable (PE)
files and simultaneously generate node feature vectors from
the disassembly code of each basic block through MiniLM, a
large-scale pre-trained language model. Then four different data
augmentation methods are used to expand the graph data, and
the final graph representation is generated by the GraphCL
model. These representations can be directly applied to down-
stream tasks. For our classification task, we use C-Support Vector
Classification (SVC) as a classification model. To evaluate our
approach, we made a CFG-based malware classification dataset
from the PE files of the BODMAS Malware Dataset, which we
call the Malware Geometric Multi-Class Dataset (MGD-MULTI),
and collected the results. In addition, we added a new public
malware graph dataset called MALNET-TINY. We also employed
Local Degree Profile (LDP) to generate node representations for
the graph data. The evaluation results on two malware graph
dataset show that our proposal has great potential. According to
our experimental evaluation, the self-supervised learning method
can also achieve superior results, even surpassing the supervised
learning method.

Keywords—malware classification; graph contrastive learning;
data augmentation; self-supervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our previous work [1], we implemented self-supervised
representation learning on the self-built MGD-Multi dataset,
and used the representation to carry out the downstream mal-
ware classification task. In this work, we added a new public
dataset to further verify the effectiveness of self-supervised
contrastive learning, and evaluated different data augmentation
combination.

Fueled by the progress of software technology and the
internet’s development, thousands of malware are created
every day due to the proliferation of malware creation and
obfuscation tools. Such a massive flood of data poses a con-
siderable challenge to malware analysts and security response
centers (SOCs). Traditional malware detection methods cannot
continue to quickly and effectively detect such a massive
amount of newly created malware. In past decades, machine
learning has played an important role in information security,

especially in malware detection and classification tasks. It is
also a promising method to detect and classify large-scale
newly created malware using the features of samples.

In the field of static malware detection, the feature extraction
method of portable executable (PE) files used in the Endgame
Malware Benchmark for Research (EMBER) dataset [2] has
been widely applied. This feature extraction method directly
provides consistent feature vectors to researchers, allowing
individuals in the same field to compare their respective pro-
posed methods. The information related to software structure,
such as CFG, is rarely extracted, and most methods are based
on surface analysis for extracting statistical information as fea-
tures. In addition, in most malware detection and classification
scenarios, the model is supervised for end-to-end training.

Supervised learning requires manual labeling of a large
amount of data, and the model effect depends on the quality
of the labels. Therefore, the future research trend, which is ex-
ploring unsupervised learning methods, is critical for malware
detection and classification. In recent years, Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) have made remarkable progress. We can
exploit their powerful representation ability to better represent
malware and improve the effectiveness of its detection and
classification. However, one remaining difficulty is how to
represent malware in graphical form. CFG is a natural graph
structure, we can generate the graph structure data of malware
by extracting CFG. Therefore, we seek to classify malware by
constructing a graph dataset and using unsupervised learning.
Since no publicly available graph classification dataset exists
for malware classification, we started by creating such a
dataset.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a malware classification framework based on
graph contrastive learning under self-supervised learning.

• We retain the structural information of the samples ex-
tracted from CFG and embed the text features of each
node with a pre-trained language model.

• We create a special graph dataset for malware classifica-
tion that can be used directly on GNNs.

• Our pre-trained model can effectively represent malware
in low dimensions, and this representation can be used
for various downstream tasks.

• We have achieved promising results in the classification
task of two malware graph datasets, and compared the
effectiveness of different methods.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews related researches and highlights their methodolog-
ical differences. In Section III, we describe the background
knowledge of our research, as well as the methods of graph
feature extraction and graph data construction. In Section IV,
we discuss the principles of our proposed data augmented
GraphCL-based static malware PE classification system and its
application to malware classification. In Section V, we briefly
discuss the implementation details of our proposal. In Section
VI, we describe the corresponding experiments and evaluate
their feasibility as well as the advantages and limitations of
our proposal. Finally, we discuss our conclusion and describe
future work in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Static malware detection allows a sample to be classified as
malicious or benign without executing it. In contrast, dynamic
malware detection is based on its runtime behavior and as well
as its analysis, including time-dependent system call sequences
[3]–[5]. A program that precisely discerns a virus from any
other program by examining its appearance is infeasible, so
static detection is not generally deterministic [6]. Compared
with dynamic detection, the advantages of static detection
are also obvious. Static detection can identify malicious files
before the samples are executed. Since 1995, various machine-
learning-based methods for static PE malware detection have
been proposed [7]–[9].

A. Supervised-learning-based Methods

Saxe used histograms through byte-entropy values as input
features and multilayer neural networks for classification [8].
Raff et al. showed that fully connected and recursive networks
can be applied to malware detection problems [10]. They also
used the raw bytes of PE files and built end-to-end deep
learning networks [9]. Chen proposed robust PDF malware
classifiers with verifiable robustness properties [11]. Coull
explored malware detection byte-based deep neural network
models to learn more about malware and examined the learned
features at multiple levels of resolution, from individual byte
embeddings to the end-to-end analysis of models [12]. Rudd
proposed ALOHA, which uses multiple additional optimiza-
tion objectives to enhance the model, including multi-source
malicious/benign loss, count loss on multi-source detections,
and semantic malware attribute tag loss [13].

B. Unsupervised-learning-based Methods

Yang presented a novel system called CADE, which can
detect drifting samples that deviate from existing classes, and
explained detected drift [14].

C. Graph Representation Learning

The goal of graph representation learning is to preserve
as much topological information as possible when mapping
nodes into vector representations. We can use its to represent
malware, and do the downstream malware classification task.

Graph classification assigns a label to each graph to map
the graph to the vector space. A graph kernel is dominant in
history. It uses the kernel function to measure the similarity
between graph pairs and maps graphs to a vector space with
a mapping function. In the context of graph classification,
GNNs often employ readout operations to obtain a compact
representation at the graph level. GNNs have attracted a lot of
attention and demonstrated amazing results in this task.

1) Supervised Learning: The Dynamic Graph Convolu-
tional Neural Network [15] (DGCNN) uses K nearest neigh-
bors (KNN), builds a subgraph for each node based on the
node’s features, and applies a graph convolution to the recon-
structed graph. The Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [16]
presents a GIN that adjusts the weights of the central nodes
by learning, theoretically analyzes the GIN’s expressiveness
better than such GNN structures as the Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN), and achieves state-of-the-art accuracy on
multiple tasks.

2) Unsupervised Learning: Graph2vec [17] uses a set of
all the rooted subgraphs around each node as its vocabulary
through a skip-gram training process. Infograph [18] applies
contrastive learning to graph learning, which is carried out in
an unsupervised manner by maximizing the mutual informa-
tion between graph-level and node-level representations.

3) Self-Supervised Learning: Recently, graph contrastive
learning has received much attention. It has also been applied
in the field of malware detection and classification. EVOLIoT
[19] is a novel approach that combats “concept drift” and
the limitations of inter-family IoT malware classification by
detecting drifting IoT malware families and examining their
diverse evolutionary trajectories. This robust and effective con-
trastive method learns and compares semantically meaningful
representations of IoT malware binaries and codes without
expensive target labels. Graph contrastive learning (GraphCL)
[20] framework for learning self-supervised representations of
graph data. GraphCL design four types of graph augmentations
to incorporate various priors. GraphMAE [21] is a genera-
tive self-supervised graph learning method, which achieves
competitive or better performance than existing contrastive
methods on tasks including node classification, graph clas-
sification, and molecular property prediction. Wiener Graph
Deconvolutional Network (WGDN) [22], an augmentation-
adaptive decoder empowered by graph wiener filter to perform
information reconstruction.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Raw Graph Generation

Most malware samples exhibit polymorphic characteristics,
indicating that even slight alterations in the original malware’s
source code can lead to substantially different compiled code
[23], [24]. Cybercriminals often exploit this phenomenon to
evade signature-based detection, which is a prevalent method
used for malware detection [25]. Fortunately, these subtle
source code changes have minimal effect on the CFG and
FCG of the executable.
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Figure 1. Raw Graph Generation for Proposal

1) CFG Structure and Disassembly Code: The CFG in-
formation is extracted from the original PE file samples, the
structure information of the basic blocks is retained, and
the disassembly code of each basic block is extracted. Each
basic block of CFG has a corresponding disassembly code,
and the relationship between each basic block is directional.
Disassembly codes need to be transformed into feature vectors
of specific dimensions to train GNNs. Malware CFG is usually
a very large graph, so it is very time-consuming to extract
CFG. Since the disassembly code in each basic block of CFG
contains rich semantic information, we need to completely
exploit that information and suitably embed it, for example,
using a large pre-trained language model.

To train the GNNs, we need to produce graph datasets, and
the main task of this module is to convert PE files into raw
graphs. The overview of raw graph generation is shown in
Figure 1.

2) FCG Structure and Function Call: A Function Call
Graph (FCG) is a type of graph representation that captures
the relationships between functions in a software program
or system. It is commonly used in software analysis and
program understanding to model how functions in a program
interact with each other through function calls. In an FCG,
each function is represented as a node, and the edges between
nodes indicate function calls. If function A calls function B,
there will be a directed edge from node A to node B in the
FCG. The FCG provides a visual and structural representation
of the flow of control and data between functions within the
program.

CFG nodes contain disassembly code, while FCG nodes
only include API function names or the starting memory
addresses of functions. Although FCG node information is
less abundant compared to CFG, it tends to focus more on
modeling the graph’s structural aspects. It can even generate
node features without relying on the existing node information
by using graph centrality measures. As a result, compared to
CFG, it can efficiently and swiftly extract the graph informa-
tion from binary files.

B. Non-attributed Graph Classification
Although the CFG and FCG extracted from binary files

contain node information, the extraction of node features and
embeddings is a matter that requires consideration. Further-
more, it is necessary to consider whether these node functions
are effective.

For the task of graph classification, we need to generate
node feature vectors for the graph data. For CFGs, basic blocks
contain abundant disassembly code, which can be leveraged
to generate node feature vectors. However, for FCGs, each
node represents a function call, and there is limited semantic
information available, often only comprising API names or
function memory addresses. Therefore, we can directly use
graph centrality measures and the structural information of the
graph itself to generate corresponding node feature vectors.

Below, we introduce two types of node feature generation
methods that we use.

1) Pre-trained Language Model MiniLM: MiniLM is a
method released by Microsoft based on reducing large-scale
transformer pre-trained models into smaller models [26]. This
Deep Self-Attention Distillation (DSAD) method uses large-
scale data for pre-training. The model we use is called “all-
MiniLM-L12-v2,” which has a 1-billion-sized training set and
is designed as a general-purpose model. MiniLM model is a
12-layer transformer with a 384 hidden size and 12 attention
heads that contain about 33 M parameters. It maps sentences
and paragraphs to a 384-dimensional dense vector space and
can be used for tasks like clustering or semantic search. This
model is the fastest generation of related studies and still
provides good quality. In this step, a 384-dimensional dense
vector is generated for each CFG node using the pre-trained
model. This vector is added to the corresponding nodes of
the directed graph to generate complete graph data with node
feature vectors. These directed graphs are used as our raw
graph data.

2) Graph Centrality: Graph centrality refers to a set of
measures used in graph theory and network analysis to deter-
mine the importance or influence of individual vertices (nodes)
within a graph. Centrality measures aim to identify nodes
that play crucial roles in the network’s structure, functioning,
and communication. Several centrality measures exist, each
capturing different aspects of a node’s importance. Some of
the most common centrality measures include:

a) Degree Centrality: Degree centrality is the simplest
centrality measure, and it is based on the number of edges
incident to a node (its degree). Nodes with higher degrees are
considered more central as they have more connections in the
network.

b) Eigenvector Centrality: Eigenvector centrality mea-
sures a node’s importance based on the centrality of its
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Figure 2. Proposed Malware Graph Contrastive Learning Framework for Graph Representation Generation

neighbors. Nodes connected to other central nodes have higher
eigenvector centrality themselves.

c) PageRank: Originally developed by Google, PageR-
ank is a variant of eigenvector centrality and is used to rank
web pages in search engine results. It assigns a score to each
node based on the number and quality of incoming links.

d) Local Degree Profile (LDP): LDP [27] is a simple
representation scheme, each node feature summarizes 5 degree
statistics information of this node and its 1-hop neighborhood.
We selected LDP method as graph centrality measures.

Different centrality measures are applicable in various con-
texts and provide insights into different aspects of a network’s
structure and dynamics. Researchers and analysts choose cen-
trality measures based on the specific questions they want to
answer and the characteristics of the network under study.

IV. PROPOSED DATA AUGMENTED GRAPHCL-BASED
STATIC MALWARE PE CLASSIFICATION

Our proposal is a data augmented GraphCL-based static
malware PE classification framework, which can obtain a
graph-level representation from malware. We directly extract
malware CFG from PE files and through graph contrastive
learning obtain a representation of the malware with a vec-
tor notation. Finally, malware representations can be per-
formed downstream for various tasks. Graph-level representa-
tion shows good performance on malware classification tasks.
Next we scrutinize the framework.

A. Data Augmentation for Graphs

We used the following four data augmentation methods.
As shown in Figure 2, our proposal uses two of them as a
combination.

1) Node Dropping: Randomly discard some parts of the
vertex and its connections. The underlying prior enforced by
it is that missing part of vertices does not affect the semantic
meaning of the graph.The dropping probability of each node
follows a default Bernoulli uniform distribution (or any other
distribution).

2) Edge Perturbation: Randomly add or remove a certain
ratio of edges so that the learned representation is consistent
under edge perturbation. The prior information of the represen-
tation is that adding or removing some edges does not affect
the semantics of the graph. The dropping probability of each
node follows a default Bernoulli uniform distribution. We only
used Edge Removing in this evaluation.

3) Attribute Masking: Randomly removing the attribute
information of some nodes motivates the model to use other
information to reconstruct the masked node attributes. The
masking probability of each node feature dimension follows
a default uniform distribution. We only used simple Feature
Masking.

4) Subgraph Sampling: Use random walk subgraph sam-
pling [28] to extract subgraphs from the original graph. The
basic assumption is that a graph’s semantic information can
be preserved in its local structure.

Table I overviews the data augmentation for graphs. The
default augmentation (dropping, perturbation, masking) ratio
is set to 0.1, and the walk length is set to 10.

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF DATA AUGMENTATION FOR GRAPHS

Data Augmentation Type Default Setting
Node Dropping Nodes, Edges Bernoulli distribution (ratio = 0.1)

Edge Perturbation Edges Bernoulli distribution (ratio = 0.1)

Attribute Masking Nodes Uniform distribution (ratio = 0.1)

Subgraph Sampling Nodes, Edges Random Walk (length = 10)

B. Graph Contrastive Learning

Motivated by recent developments in graph contrastive
learning, we propose a graph contrastive learning framework
for malware classification. As shown in Figure 2, in graph
contrastive learning, pre-training is performed by maximizing
the agreement between two augmented views of the same
graph by contrastive loss in the potential space. The framework
consists of the following four main components:
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1) Graph Data Augmentation: Throughout the GraphCL
framework, given graph data G, two related augmented graphs,
Ĝi, Ĝj , are generated as positive sample pairs by data augmen-
tation.

2) GIN-based Encoder: GIN-based encoder f(·) is used
to generate graph-level vector representation. There are three
layers in the GIN-based encoder, and the hidden layer has 64
dimensions. Through the readout function, the embedding of
all the nodes is summed to obtain initial graph representation
hi, hj for augmented graphs Ĝi, Ĝj . Graph contrastive learn-
ing does not apply any constraint to the GIN-based encoder.

3) Projection Head: Nonlinear transformation g(·), called
a projection head, maps the augmented representations to
another latent space. Contrast loss is computed in the latent
space, and zi, zj are obtained by applying a two-layer percep-
tron (MLP).

4) Contrastive Loss Function: Contrastive loss function
L(·) is defined to enforce the maximum consistency between
positive pairs zi, zj and negative pairs. Here we exploit the
normalized temperature-scale cross-entropy loss (NT-Xent)
[29] [30] and obtain a graph-level final representation of zG.

C. Graph Classification

By pre-training with GraphCL, we can obtain a valid graph
representation zG. To further verify the effectiveness of our
method, different classification models can be chosen for the
process, such as random forest, logistic regression, SVM,
etc. We chose C-Support Vector Classification (SVC) as the
algorithm to validate our pre-trained model’s effectiveness.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We verified the effectiveness of our proposed contrastive
learning framework by implementing it with open-source
libraries. The implementation details are introduced in this
section.

A. Malware Graph Datasets

The publicly available dataset of malicious software graphs
is extremely scarce and does not directly provide the raw
binary files. In order to extract CFG, we have constructed our
own dataset. Additionally, some publicly available malicious
software graph datasets, such as MALNET dataset [31], do not
include node features in their graph data themselves, requiring
us to generate them based on our needs.

1) MGD-MULTI Dataset:
a) PE Files Source: Our PE file sample was obtained

from the BODMAS Malware Dataset [32]. The software types
of all the PE file samples used in our dataset are executable
files under an x86-architecture Windows platform without any
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) type.

b) Dataset Description: From the BODMAS dataset,
we selected eight families of malware and took 500 samples
from each family, for a total of 4000 samples in our dataset.
Our dataset is named MGD-MULTI. The malware family
distribution information is shown in Table II.

Due to the difficulty of collecting benign samples and
the imbalanced data problem, we did not include benign

TABLE II. MALWARE FAMILY DISTRIBUTION OF MGD-MULTI

Family Category Origin Count Selected Count
sfone worm 4729 500

upatre trojan 3901 500

wabot backdoor 3673 500

benjamin worm 1071 500

musecador trojan 1054 500

padodor backdoor 655 500

gandcrab ransomware 617 500

dinwod dropper 509 500

Total - 16209 4000

samples in our multi-class dataset. In our previous malware
detection work [33], the MGD-BINARY dataset contained
benign samples. We used almost the same GIN model to
represent the PE samples, with a slightly different operation
of the READOUT layer this time compared to the GIN model
in our previous work, giving the final representation a higher
vector dimensionality. Based on our previous research, we
believe that the GIN model can effectively distinguish benign
samples from malicious ones.

Among the different types of malware, we chose families
that are more common and have a relatively large number in
BODMAS. Due to some limitations of the CFG extraction
tool for the PE files we used, many samples couldn’t be
recognized, causing extraction failure. In addition, for large
PE file samples, the process of extracting CFG is very time-
consuming. Since the extraction of some samples will fail, we
selected a family with more than 500 samples in BODMAS
and relatively small original PE files. We further improved
the efficiency by only selecting successful samples whose
total extraction time is less than 20 seconds in which the
total extraction time includes the time of the feature vectors
generated by the pre-trained language model.

c) Dataset Splitting: We split 4000 pieces of data in
MGD-MULTI into training, validation, and testing sets of
50%, 20%, and 30%, respectively. Since the results of the
validation set and the test are similar, only the testing set
results are shown.

2) MALNET-TINY Dataset:

a) APK Files Source: The dataset’s authentic APK files
were acquired from the renowned AndroZoo repository [46,
44]. AndroZoo is a growing collection of Android Appli-
cations collected from several sources, including the official
Google Play app market.

b) Dataset Description: MalNetTiny contains 5,000 ma-
licious and benign software FCGs across 5 different types.
Each graph contains at most 5k nodes.

c) Dataset Splitting: The dataset is stratified and divided
into three sets: training, validation, and test, with a split ratio of
70/10/20, respectively. To thoroughly assess both the model’s
performance and the dataset’s quality, we conduct 10-fold
cross-validation on MALNET-TINY, which is distinct from
the MGD-MULTI dataset.
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B. Graph Node Feature Generation

For our self-constructed dataset MGD, it is essential to
transform the disassembly code within CFG basic blocks into
embedded vectors. To achieve this, we opted to utilize a pre-
trained language model to generate node embedding vectors.
However, for the MALNET-TINY dataset, since the graph data
itself does not include node features, we need to extract them
directly from the graphs. Therefore, we selected the Local
Degree Profile (LDP) method to generate node feature vectors.
Next, we will provide a detailed explanation of these two
approaches.

1) Pre-trained Language Model MiniLM: SentenceTrans-
formers is a python framework for state-of-the-art sentence,
text, and image embeddings. The initial work was described
in a paper from the Sentence-Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (Sentence-BERT) [34]. We used the
MiniLM model provided by the SentenceTransformers library
with the model name, all-MiniLM-L6-v2. The model details
used in this paper are shown in Table III.

TABLE III. PRE-TRAINED MINILM MODEL DETAILS

Name all-MiniLM-L12-v2
Base Model microsoft/MiniLM-L12-H384-uncased

Max Sequence Length 256
Dimensions 384

Normalized Embeddings true
Size 120 MB

Pooling Mean Pooling
Training Data 1B+ training pairs

2) LDP: PyTorch Geometric (PyG) [35] is a popular
Python library built on top of PyTorch, specifically designed
for deep learning on graphs and other irregular data structures.
PyG provides a wide range of tools and utilities to simplify
the implementation of graph neural networks (GNNs) and
other graph-based machine learning models. We use the graph
transforms to generate the LDP node features.

C. Graph Contrastive Learning

PyGCL [36] is a PyTorch-based open-source Graph Con-
trastive Learning library, which features modularized GraphCL
components from published papers, standardized evaluation,
and experiment management. The Data dataset statistics and
hyper-parameters are shown in Table IV.

VI. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we apply the GraphCL model and discuss
the experiment results and limitations of our method.

A. Evaluation Metric

We used the following evaluation metrics to assess the
performance of our proposed models:

• The Micro-averaged F1 score is defined as the harmonic
mean of the precision and recall:

Micro F1-score = 2× Micro-Precision × Micro-Recall
Micro-Precision + Micro-Recall

TABLE IV. DATASET STATISTICS AND HYPER-PARAMETERS

Dataset MGD-MULTI MALNET-TINY
# Graphs 4000 5000

# Avg. Nodes 3861.7 1410.3
# Avg. Edges 5494.8 7125.7

# Features 384 5
# Class 8 5

Learning Rate 0.0001 0.0001
Batch Size 128 256

Epoch 100 100
Hidden Size 64 64

Hidden Layers 3 3
Global Pooling Sum Pooling Max Pooling

• The Macro-averaged F1 score is defined as the average
of the class-wise/label-wise F1-scores:

Macro F1-score =
1

N

N∑
i=0

F1-scorei

where i is the class/label index and N is the number of
classes/labels.

B. Evaluation Results

Next we apply the GraphCL model and discuss the exper-
iment results of our method. We selected five different data
augmentation methods: Identical (I), Edge Removing (ER),
Node Dropping (ND), Feature Masking (FM), and Random
Walk Subgraph (RWS).

To compare the different data augmentation approaches
on the GraphCL model, we used both data augmentation
approaches for the input graph itself I + I as the GraphCL
model baseline. We also tried different combinations of data
augmentation, such as ER and ND, FM and ND, FM and
ER, RWS and ER, RWS and ND, and RWS and FM. The
experimental results on two datasets are shown in Table V.

1) MGD-MULTI Classification Results: The best two data
augmentation combinations on MGD-MULTI dataset were
RWS and FM. When the walk length of RWS is 10 and the
ratio of FM is 0.1, we obtained the best Micro-F1 (0.9958)
and Macro-F1 (0.9959).

In the previous set of experiments, we found that the best
data augmentation combination is RWS + FM. Based on this
combination, we also investigated the results on different ratios
on the FM side, and the FM results on different ratios are
shown in Table VI. We set the walk length of RWS to 10 and
adjusted the ratio of the FM. When the ratio of FM is less
than 0.3, the results gradually improve, and as it exceeds 0.3,
the results gradually worsen. The optimal result is achieved
when the FM is set to 0.3.

The RWS + FM method is most effective because neither
method changes the structural information of the original
graph. The RWS method samples a subgraph that is smaller
than the structure of the original graph, but still retains most of
the original graph’s structure. For the FM method, the original
graph structure is not changed at all, but the values of some
dimensions of the node feature vectors are masked, which
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TABLE V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT DATA AUGMENTATION

Augmentation 1 Augmentation 2
MGD-MULTI MALNET-TINY

Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1

I I 0.9883 0.9883 0.8758 ± 0.0148 0.8753 ± 0.0149

ER1(0.1) ND1(0.1) 0.9925 0.9924 0.8652 ± 0.0129 0.8641 ± 0.0131
FM1(0.1) ND (0.1) 0.9942 0.9942 0.8536 ± 0.0150 0.8520 ± 0.0156
FM (0.1) ER (0.1) 0.9942 0.9942 0.8394 ± 0.0108 0.8384 ± 0.0111

RWS 2 ER (0.1) 0.9950 0.9949 0.7766 ± 0.0152 0.7695 ± 0.0155
RWS ND (0.1) 0.9950 0.9949 0.7834 ± 0.0139 0.7771 ± 0.0152
RWS FM (0.1) 0.9958 0.9959 0.7760 ± 0.0212 0.7715 ± 0.0218

1 Default ratio setting is 0.1.
2 RWS uses a default walk length setting of 10.

makes the node features more robust. On the contrary, the
other two methods (ER and ND) change the original graph
structure more, so the results are lowered.

TABLE VI. BEST COMBINATION WITH DIFFERENT RATIO RESULTS

Augmentation 1 Augmentation 2
MGD-MULTI

Micro-F1 Macro-F1

RWS 1 FM (0.1) 0.9958 0.9959

RWS FM (0.2) 0.9967 0.9967

RWS FM (0.3) 0.9975 0.9976
RWS FM (0.4) 0.9958 0.9958

RWS FM (0.5) 0.9942 0.9941

1 RWS uses a default walk length setting of 10.

2) MALNET-TINY Classification Results: The best two data
augmentation combinations on MALNET-TINY dataset were
I and I . On the MGD-MULTI dataset, we did not attempt to
explore more combinations with the same settings or different
ratios of combinations. To further validate different scenarios,
we applied more identical combinations, such as ND + ND,
ER + ER, RWS + RWS and FM + FM on the new dataset
MALNET-TINY. Additionally, concerning different ratios of
combinations, we experimented with values ranging from 0.1
to 1.0. For the RWS, we tested walk length from 10 to 50,000.
The optimal results are shown in Table VII. The best results
were achieved when the ratio of all augmentation combinations
was set to 0.1. The optimal RWS walk length was found to be
20000.

For the same augmentation combinations, the best results
were obtained with I + I. ND (0.1) + ND (0.1) and ER (0.1)
+ ER (0.1) also showed good performance, but FM (0.1) +
FM (0.1) performed poorly. We believe that the reason behind
the poor performance of FM (0.1) + FM (0.1) is that the
MALNET-TINY dataset has a feature dimension of only 5.
Applying the FM augmentation can lead to the loss of already
limited node feature information, making it difficult for the
model to effectively distinguish node features and resulting in
poor results. In contrast, ND and ER operations primarily focus
on adjusting the graph structure, which is why their results are
more favorable.

It seems that among the different data augmentation com-
binations, the combination of ER (0.1) + ND (0.1) yielded
the best performance. This result indicates that using ER (0.1)
+ ND (0.1) in combination provided the most effective data

augmentation strategy for improving model performance on
the MALNET-TINY dataset. It appears that regardless of using
the same data augmentation or different data augmentation
strategies, the performance of the RWS augmentation is not
satisfactory.

This could be due to the specific feature and properties
of the MALNET-TINY dataset, which might be better suited
for the specific augmentation combination rather than other
combinations that involve more complex operations like RWS.
It’s essential to consider the nature of the dataset and the
impact of different augmentation techniques on the model’s
ability to learn meaningful patterns and features from the data.
Depending on the dataset’s characteristics, some augmentation
combinations may be more effective than others in improving
model performance. Further experimentation and analysis can
help to better understand the relationship between data aug-
mentation and model performance on the specific dataset.

TABLE VII. BEST COMBINATION WITH DIFFERENT RATIO RESULTS

Augmentation 1 Augmentation 2
MALNET-TINY

Micro-F1 Macro-F1

I I 0.8758 ± 0.0148 0.8753 ± 0.0149

ND (0.1) ND (0.1) 0.8610 ± 0.0173 0.8595 ± 0.0178
ER (0.1) ER (0.1) 0.8568 ± 0.0110 0.8554 ± 0.0110

RWS1 RWS 0.8504 ± 0.0081 0.8476 ± 0.0084
FM (0.1) FM (0.1) 0.8178 ± 0.0153 0.8138 ± 0.0158

I ER (0.1) 0.8578 ± 0.0112 0.8565 ± 0.0118
I ND (0.1) 0.8536 ± 0.0156 0.8520 ± 0.0158
I RWS 0.8480 ± 0.0116 0.8450 ± 0.0121
I FM (0.1) 0.8346 ± 0.0118 0.8327 ± 0.0127

ER (0.1) ND (0.1) 0.8652 ± 0.0129 0.8641 ± 0.0131
FM (0.1) ND (0.1) 0.8536 ± 0.0150 0.8520 ± 0.0156
FM (0.1) ER (0.1) 0.8394 ± 0.0108 0.8384 ± 0.0111

RWS ER (0.1) 0.8466 ± 0.0110 0.8441 ± 0.0113
RWS ND (0.1) 0.8350 ± 0.0093 0.8322 ± 0.0091
RWS FM (0.1) 0.8304 ± 0.0155 0.8262 ± 0.0161

1 RWS uses the best walk length setting of 2000.

3) Comparison of Results from Different Datasets: As
shown in Table IV, the graph data of the two datasets have dif-
ferent statistical characteristics. Compared with MGD-MULTI
dataset, MALNET-TINY dataset has fewer average nodes and
more average edges. The graph samples of the two datasets
are quite different. When the node feature vector dimension is
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TABLE VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT LEARNING METHODS

Name Method Type Classifier
MGD-MULTI MALNET-TINY

Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1

Baseline 1 GIN-Encoder - SVC 0.9617 0.9620 0.7060 ± 0.0156 0.7012 ± 0.0149
Baseline 2 GIN (Previous work [33]) SL1 MLP 0.9958 0.9957 0.8080 0.8126
Proposal GraphCL SSL2 SVC 0.9975 0.9976 0.8758 ± 0.0148 0.8753 ± 0.0149

1 SL denotes supervised learning.
2 SSL denotes self-supervised learning.
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(b) Proposal on MGD-MULTI dataset: GraphCL (RWS+FM 0.3)

Figure 3. t-SNE projection of Baseline 1 and Proposal on MGD-MULTI Dataset

high and the number of edges is relatively small, FM becomes
more effective. Compared with RWS, the more average edges
of dataset, the more effective ER is.

4) Comparison of Different Learning Methods: Our pre-
vious studies focused on supervised learning. This study is
a graph contrastive learning method in an self-supervised
setting. Baseline 1 involves using GIN as the encoder to
directly perform graph-level encoding on the input graphs,
followed by evaluating the embedding effectiveness using
SVC.

Baseline 2 is our previous work [33] on the malware
graph classification task. We utilized the Graph Isomorphism
Network for training in a self-supervised setting and directly
connected two Multi-Layer Perceptron layers after the GIN
readout layer for classification. The GIN model consists of
three layers with a hidden layer size of 64, and the MLP has
two layers with a hidden layer size of 128. A comparison of
different learning type methods is shown in Table VIII. It is
worth noting that on the MALNET-TINY dataset, Baseline 2
did not use 10-fold cross-validation, and we only reported the
results on the testing set.

On the MGD-MULTI dataset, GraphCL with a setting of
RWS + FM (0.3) achieved the best classification results. On
the MALNET-TINY dataset, GraphCL with a setting of I
+ I achieved the best classification results. The evaluation
results indicate that our approach achieved Micro-F1 scores
of 0.9975 and Macro-F1 scores of 0.9976 on MGD-MULTI
dataset. Similarly, on MALNET-TINY dataset, we obtained

Micro-F1 scores of 0.8758 ± 0.0148 and Macro-F1 scores
of 0.8753 ± 0.0149. According to our experimental evalua-
tion, the self-supervised learning approach outperformed the
supervised learning approach in Graph Neural Networks based
on malware classification. We can see that self-supervised
learning has great potential.

We employed t-SNE technique to visualize the embeddings
of Baseline 1 and our proposed method separately on two
datasets: MGD-MULTI and MALNET-TINY. For the MGD-
MULTI dataset, as shown in Figure 3, the method of Baseline
1 has already clustered some categories, such as the malware
of the “padodor” family, but it cannot cluster the “gandcrab”
family well. On the other hand, our contrastive learning model
proposal can better cluster different categories in the eight
classes, and a large distance between different categories is
maintained. For the MALNET-TINY dataset, as shown in
Figure 4, Compared to the MGD dataset, the visualization
results of the TINY dataset are not satisfactory. We found that
among the four classes of malicious software, the performance
for the “trojan” type is the worst, while the “downloader” type
has the best results. For “benign” samples, it is challenging to
distinguish them from “adware” and “addisplay”.

C. Current Limitations
In this study, the two datasets used were relatively small.

We achieved promising results on the MGD-MULTI dataset.
However, the performance on the MALNET-TINY dataset was
not very satisfactory.
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Figure 4. t-SNE projection of Baseline 1 and Proposal on MALNET-TINY Dataset

1) MGD-MULTI dataset: In the feature engineering stage,
there are two steps that are very time-consuming. Firstly,
extracting the CFG of the PE file is very time-consuming.
Secondly, during the construction of training data, it is also
very time-consuming because it requires embedding represen-
tation of all nodes’ features in the graphs using a pre-trained
model. During the training phase, due to the large graph data
structures and the high dimensionality of each node in the
graph (384 dimensions), the GraphCL model training is slow,
even though the dataset itself contains only 4000 samples. We
desire a better way to generate node features, such as a lower
dimensional in a method that retains its effectiveness.

2) MALNET-TINY dataset: GraphCL (I + I) is a combina-
tion of two Identical, and the effect is equivalent to turning
a training set of N samples into 2N samples. The same data
model is learned twice for the same data, so the obtained result
naturally outperforms GIN-Encoder. Compared to other data
augmentation combinations, the combination of I + I yields
the best results, and a reasonable explanation for this has not
been found yet.

3) Graph Self-supervised Learning: GraphCL is represen-
tative of contrastive methods, but it overly relies on high-
quality data augmentation. We explored the effects of various
data augmentation methods, such as FM, RWS, and ER.
We found that effective data augmentation on graphs often
depends on domain knowledge. For instance, ER is beneficial
for training on the MALNET-TINY dataset, but it has a
negative impact on the MGD-MULTI dataset. However, in
the context of graph contrastive learning, there is still no
universally effective data augmentation method up to now.
Generative self-supervised learning can avoid the aforemen-
tioned dependencies, as it aims to reconstruct the features and
information of the data itself, such as GraphMAE [21] and
WGDN [22] models.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose using graph contrastive learning for unsuper-
vised learning of different families of malicious software.
We employ SVC for multi-class classification of the graph
representations and achieve promising results. For our self-
built dataset MGD-MULTI, we extract the CFG of malicious
software and embed the disassembly code in CFG basic blocks
using a pre-trained large-scale language model, MiniLM. For
the publicly available MALNET-TINY dataset, as it does not
provide node features for the graph data based on FCG, we
generate node representations using LDP. Through these two
methods, both CFG-based and FCG-based malicious software
are transformed into directed graphs with node features. Us-
ing graphs to represent malicious software offers significant
advantages, as each node carries rich information and pre-
serves the structural details of the samples. Graph models
can learn from both global and local perspectives. Further-
more, self-supervised learning eliminates the need for sample
annotations, learning from self-supervised signals, making it
more efficient to leverage a larger number of samples for
pre-training. On our self-built dataset, the graph-based self-
supervised method for malicious software classification has
outperformed supervised graph learning methods, such as
Graph Isomorphism Networks used for graph classification.
In future work, our focus will shift towards self-supervised
learning.
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